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Study on the Phase Transition of K3DxHl-x(S04h by the Raman
Scattering of the Internal V2 Mode
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Temperature depend ence of the V2 mode in mixed crystals K3DxH 1- X (S0 4h was studied by
Raman scattering from room te mperature to 20K. The V2 modes of both HSO,t and DSO,t
ions are observed separa tely. The frequency shift of HSO,t ion, w(HS04 ) , below Te dep ends on
temperature as (1 - (T/Te))f:l with f3 = 0.25 ±0.05 when it is measured from the frequency at Ts,
A discrete cha nge in the frequency of DSO,t just below Te is observed in the mixed crystals and
its origin is explained in relation to the interaction among dimers. The temperature dependence
of the anomalous broadening of the linewidth above T; is explained well by a mechanism similar
to the motiona l narrowing effect in NMR.
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§l. Int r odu ct ion

In certain hydrogen bonded ferroelectrics, t he drast ic
increase in the trans it ion t emperature T; with deuter a
t ion (isot op e effect) is a widely interested phenomenon.
An extreme case is t hat of tripotassium hydrogen disul
fate K3H(S0 4)z (TKHS) and its deuterated analogue
(TKDS) , where the hydrogen salt does no t show any
p hase transition down to 4.2 K , while the deut er a t ed
one undergoes the antiferroelectric phase transition at
84 K1) It was reported that the hydrogen bond in TKHS
contracts with lowering temperature to the lengt h wh ere
a double minimum p ot enti al for a hydrogen changes to
a sing le minimum one. 2

) On the other hand, accord
ing t o the numeri cal estimation by Totsuji and Matsu
bara,3) t he interaction between two hydrogen bonds
keeps deut erons at acentric positions in their double min
im um potentials . They inferred that no n localization of
hydrogens is owing to the zero point vibration. In order
to understand t he phase transition of TKDS, it is us e
ful to change the interaction between D-hydrogen bonds
by t he mixing of H-hydrogen bonds a nd to st udy t he
dynamic s of hydrogens and de uterons.

In a previou s paper ,4) we reported t hat the Raman
lin e of t he int ernal modes of su lfate ions broadens near Tc
and estimated t he characterist ic t ime of deuteron motion
wit h t he motional narrowing theory upon t he assumption
t hat t he phase transition is of t he order-disorder type.
We use t he same method for the mixed crystals of TKHS
and TKDS in order to obtain t he character istic t im e of
t he motion of t he hydrogen and deuteron , separately.

§2. Experimental

Single crystals of K 3DxH1- x (S0 4)z were grown by
t he slow evaporation methodS) from a D20jH20 so
lu ti on contain ing 40wt.% of K2S04 and 24wt.% of
(D 2S0 4+ H2S0 4). Since Tc was found by the splitting of
the int ernal modes , the concentration x of deuteron was

estimated from t he concent r at ion dependence of Tc given
in the phase diagram studied by the dielectric measure
m ent .B) Crystals wit h x = 0.98,0.86, 0.62 and DAD were
studied in this experiment. T he experimental setup for
Raman scattering was described elsewhere.U All sp ectra
were ana lyzed by the same procedure as in our previous
work.4)

§3. Results and Discussion

In isotropically mixed crystals , the whole aspect of
spectra up t o 1200 cm"! is very similar to those re
ported in pure compounds . For comparison among vari
ous deuteron concentration z , t he Raman spectra in the
a(bb)c* geometry observed at 295 and 21 K are show n in
Figs. l(a) and l (b), respectively. Spectra at 295 K do not
seem to dep end on z , However , the sp litting of internal
modes at 21 K shows effects of the deuteration as shown
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows t he V 2 mode spectra in the ordered
phas e for various values of x in K 3DxH1- x (S0 4)z crys
tals . With increasing x, the intensity of the 435 crn " !

line increases and that of the 440 em - 1 line decreases,
while 450 cm - 1 line do es not change.

These fact s im ply that t he 435 cm"! line is t he V2 mode
of DS04" and t he 440 cm- 1 lin e is that of HS04" . Since
t he amount of SO~- ion does not change in mixed crys
tals , the 450 em"? line is the V2 mode of SO~- . There
fore , wh at one should note is that t he distinct lines of
HS04" and DS04" can b e detected separately from a
specimen of the mixed crystal in the ordered phase. This
means that we can study t he re lation b etween the motion
of hydrogens and deuterons in the mixed cryst a ls.

3.1 The temperature dependence of the frequency of the
V 2 mode

The temperature dependence of the frequency of the V2

mode for x = 0.86 is given in Fig. 3 . Above Te , although
spectra in Fig. 1 show one V2 line, Lorentzian fit gives
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F ig. 2. Raman spectra of t he V2 modes of K3DXHl-x(S04h in
t he a(c*a)b geomet ry at 21 K for x = 0.4 0, 0.62, 0.86 and 0.98.
Each line is ass igned by x depen den ce of t he intens ity.
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Fig. 1. Raman spectra of mixed cry st a ls K3DxH1- X(S04h ob 
served in t he a( bb)c* geo metry at (a) 295 and (b ) 21 K, for
x = 0.40 , 0.62, 0.8 6 an d 0.98 .

two lines corresp onding t o H(S04" h and D(S04" h.8) The
frequencies WOH and WOD ar e independent of temperature
within a present experimental error. Two V2 lines split
into three lines in the ordered phase as described above .
The splitting of WOH into w(HS0 4" ) and (SO~- ) an d the
line broad ening menti oned later imply that a hydrogen
in the mixed crystal moves in a double min imum po te n
t ial in the disordered phase and stays at an acentric site
in the ordered phase, although the potential for a hydro
gen of TKHS is reportedv to be single minimum below
lOOK.

It was shown that the spli tting of spectra of the nu
clear magnetic resonan ce in the ordered phase for the
order-disorder phase transition is proportional t o the
long range order par ameter 8 .9) Upon the assumpt ion
that the same consideration can be applied to the Ram an
scat te ing, the temperature dependence of the Raman fre
quency in the ordered ph ase is explained as follows. We
define frequencies at 0 K as

w(HS04")Y=o = WOH - 0

w(SO~- )y=o = WOH+ O.

where WOH is the average frequency,
w(SO~-)]/2, and 20 the splitting at 0 K.

(1)

(2)

[w(HS04" ) +
We consider

a sulfate ion , HS04" , at 0 K. As temperature increases ,
HS04" changes to SO~- and then back to HS04" from
t ime to time because of the motion of the hydrogen in
the O-H-O bond du e to the thermal excitat ion. We de
fine the probabilities to find the ions HS04" and SO~- as
p+ and p: resp ectively and, then , the long range order
par ameter 8 is proporti onal to p+ - p: . According to
the motional narrowing theory, a single line is observed
when the characterist ic ti me Te of the hydrogen motion
is shorter than the inverse of 0, that is, TeO < 1 and two
lines ar e observe d in case of TeO > 1. When Te rv 1,
each line becomes so broad. Because no crossover from
TeO < 1 to TeO > 1 is found even near Te in t he present
study, we consider that TeO < 1 holds for both t he hydro
gen and the deuteron over the whole temperature ran ge
studied. Thus, w(HS04") is the frequency averaged over
two states wit h different prob abili ties;

w(HS04" ) = p+w(HS04")T=O +p_w (SO~-)y=o

= WOH - (p+ - p- ) . 0 = wOH - 8· O. (3)

That is, the frequency in t he ordered phase is propor
ti onal to 8 when it is measur ed from WO H. The similar
considerat ion can be applied t o the frequency of the ion
which is SO~- at 0 K. One should notice that the spli t
t ing in the ordered phase is not caused by the slowing
down of the hydrogen motion bu t by the ions becoming
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for a low x (Fig. 4(b)) . The te mperatur e depend ence of
w(DSO;) below Tc is well expressed by a single curve
for all concentrations aft er a drastic decrease from WOD .

This point will be discussed later.
Three V2 modes in the ordered phase ar e reduced to

two lines at Tc as shown in Fig. 3. T his ind icates t hat
hydrogen or deuteron spends the same average time at
each sit e of the double minimum potential in the disor
dered phase. It does not stay on any site for a period
long enough to give a Raman line corresponding to its
particular sulfate site . Equal staying t ime and t he rapid
change between HSO; (DSO; ) and SO~- and vice versa
make two sites equivalent sp ectroscopically and give only
a single motional averaged V2 line centered at W OH (WOD) '
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Fi g. 3. The tempera ture de pende nce of WOH, WOO , w( HS O';-),
w( DS0 4 ) and w(SO~ -) of the V2 mod e in t he mi xed crysta l of
x = 0.86.

inequivalent due to the localization of the hydrogen .
The Raman frequency shifts of w(HSO;) are plot

ted aga inst temperature in Fig. 4(a) for all concentra
t ions st udied here, x = 0.40, 0.45, 0.62, 0.70 and 0.86.
The frequency difference WOH - w(HSO;) of each con
cent rat ion shows a common temperature dependence as
(1 - (T /Tc ))f3 with f3 = 0.25 ± 0.05. In contrast to this,
the frequency shifts of w(DSO;) shows the t emperature
dependence quite different from that of HSO; especially

3.2 Anomalous broadening of the V 2 line near T;
The t emperature dependences of the linewidth for

x = 0.86 are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) . In addit ion
to the usual temperature depend ence of the linewidth
indicated by a solid line in each figure, the anomalous
line broadening L1 is found near Tc as a deviation from
the solid line. Here, L1 is defined as the difference b e
tween t he observed width and the solid line which is hy
potheti cal one observable if the cryst al does not undergo
the phase transition. The hypothetic al linewidth is as
sumed , for simplicity, to dep end on te mperature linearl y
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Fig. 5. The t emper ature dep enden ce of t he linewidth of (a) WoH

w(HSO';-) peaks and (b ) Woo and w(DSO';-) peaks of the mixed
crys tal of x = 0.86. Solid lines a re the hypothetical ones observ
able if t he crystal does no t undergo the ph ase transiti on .
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DEUTERON CONCENTRATION (x)

wh ere TOI is the charact eristic time of a hydrogen
(deuteron) in an isolated hydrogen bond. The ext ra
p olated T e is considered to divers e at To which depends
on x and about 10-20 K below Te . Right hand t erm of
eq. (6) is given by t aking account ofthe relation that TO I

is proportional to T- I . exp(-UI kT) , where U is the bar
rier height of the double minimum potential. As shown
in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) , the present result indicates that
U does not dep end on x for D-r elat ed hydrogen bond,
whereas U for H-related hydrogen bond decreases with
decreasing x . One can also see from Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)
that a linear relation of T;l against temperature holds
over a wid e temperature range. This means that the
length of the hydrogen bond changes with temperature
so that the factor UIT in eq. (6) is constant against T .

In Fig. 7, Te of Hand D at 5 K above t; are plotted
against the con centration x . Both Te decrease with de
creasing x and seem to be zero around x = 0.10. The
shorter Tc of H with decreasing x implies the lower bar
rier in the double minimum potential and, in turn, cor
responds to a lower Te . The zero value of T e means
that the hydrogen (deuteron) moves in a single mini
mum potential and no phase tran sition is found . Thus,
the concentration dependence of Te is essent ially con
sistent with the dielectric measurernent.v' As shown in
Fig. 7, we obtained rather a unusual result that Tc for H
is slightly longer than that for D over the whole conc en
tration range. It should be concluded that the distan ce
between two sites for H is longer t han that for D in mixed
crystals. This conclusion is quite important because the
X-ray study of the pure T KHS and pure TKDS gave the
result RHH = 0.65 A and RDD = 0.66 A at room t emper
at ure. D ) The present Raman scattering st udy gives the
bond length characteristic for the mixed cryst als.

Totsuji and Matsubara4) inferred that the zero point
vibration of hydrogens seriously influ ences the ordering
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as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) . Because the frequ ency
of a single sulfate ion changes stochastically between two
frequencies, w(HS04) and w(SO~-) with a characteris
tic time T e , we analyze the anomalous line broadening by
the application of the motional narrowing theory devel
oped in the nuclear magnetic resonance.l'f According to
the theory, a line shape is exp ressed as

I(w) - T
e0

2
(4)

- [(w - wOH)2 + (Teo2/ 2)2]

for TeO « 1 using the notation in eqs . (1) and (2). Then ,
the linewidth z1 is proportional to T« as

Hence, the anomalous broadening of the linewidth indi
cates that the deuteron or hydrogen motion slows down
near Te .

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the temperature depen
dence of the inverse of T e for mixed crystals . The invers e
of Te of all cryst als depends on t emperature with almost
the same gradient s for D-related ions , wh ereas those for
H-related ones increas e with decreasing x . The temper
at ur e dependence of T e is expressed as
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F ig. 6. T he inverse of T c of (a) the hydrogen and (b) the deu teron
mot ions in the hydrogen bond. (0: x = 0.98, . : 0.86 , . : 0.62
a nd!'>: 0.40 .) Solid lin es ar e t he least square fits .

Fi g . 7. The concent ration dep endence of T c at Tc + 5 K. (.: Tc

of the hydrogen , 0 : those of t he deuteron.) The dashed lines are
guide s for eyes.
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of its neighb oring hydrogens . Thus, it is reasonabl e to
assume that a hydrogen disturbs the order ing of its sur
rounding deuterons via the inter-bond interaction. Fig
ure 7 indicates the increase of Tc of hyd rogens with in
crease of the concent rat ion. This means the increase of
U in the hydrogen bonds corresp onding to the elonga
tion of the bond length caused by the interaction with
the deuteron b onds . In this enlarged bonds, hydrogen
becomes t o be able t o t ake one of two minimum posi
tions in the po tential, that is, hydrogens are possibl e to
localize in the bond with lowering t emp erature in the
mixed crystals in contrast t o the case of t he pure crystal
for x = O. In this sense, we can say that the hydro
gen bonds are "softe r" than the deuteron bonds. This
soft hydrogen bond scr eens the int eraction between the
deuteron bonds for low concentration of deuterons. So
deuterons do not localize in their bonds even if temper
ature is lowered than Tc of pure TKDS (x = 1.0) . Thus
the Raman frequency shift of w(HS0 4) shows a continu
ous change at the ph ase transition as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Once a hydrogen localized in the bond, the bond has a
dipole moment which produces the electric field to the
nearest deuteron bonds. The field triggers an abrupt or
dering of deuteron in the bond as shown in Fig . 4(b),
where the frequencies of DS04 ions lie on a single curve
for all mixed crystals, becaus e all of the deuterons inter-

act with each other producing a cooperative interacti on
as expected for the pure TKDS. The present pap er is
the first study to elucida te experimentally the existence
of the interacti on among hydrogen bonds in the zero di
men sional hydrogen bonded system.
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